abstract
introduction a.
Today, the intolerance shown by Muslims in Indonesia often comes to the surface and make headlines on a variety of media. In Central Java alone symptoms emergence of intolerance in social life has been reported since 2015. Reports emerged Tedi Kholiludin of the Institute of Social Studies and Religion (ELSA), Central Java, as reported by tempo.co December 27, 2015 states that the problems that Strengthening Of Indonesian Islamic Character Though... arise are usually associated with the service population administration, construction permits places of worship and the conflict of certain religious sects. One example is the ban on speaking at a seminar on Ahmadiyah congregation as well as the destruction of places of worship Sapta flow dharma in Rembang. The three main causes of the problems of intolerance in Indonesia is the lack of education about tolerance, legal uncertainty and economic inequality. This is expressed by Yando Zakaria on Liputan6 on January 17, 2017. The main educational institutions in the spotlight since allegedly has been compromised by ideologies of intolerance at various levels ranging from early childhood to higher education. More widely in other areas in Indonesia will be more cases of intolerance encountered mainly involving Muslims as perpetrators or as victims.
Symptoms of intolerance itself is not character of Muslims in Indonesia. In various studies have outlined the history of Islam in Indonesia were taken and grown in ways that uphold the values of pluralism and cultural customs so it is very difficult to find coercion confidence to embrace Islam by violent means. Indonesian Islam itself in the stigma as a tolerant Islam, friendly Islam and Islam are very thick with the values of the local culture. At least, Islam is Islam Nusantara Indonesia which have characteristics much different from the Islam Sino (East Asia), Indian subcontinent Islam, Islamic Turkey, the Islamic Iran, and Black Islam.
1 Indonesian Muslim is a strong character diversity and pluralism as well as the "indigenization" and "syncretization" Islam in the frame to Indonesia.
2 When symptoms are present today, cultural diversity, ethnic, and even religious streams in a deliberately slammed sparking a conflict that resulted in public unrest Indonesia.
Sectors are often "blame" in this issue is education. It is, shared by Yando Zakaria when asked by President Jokowi to provide input on coping strategies intolerance as reported by Liputan6.com. His opinion, the institution began early childhood to higher education has been "hijacked" by ideologies of intolerance that causes the product to be intolerant of diversity education environment. Therefore, the government through the ministry of education and culture rolling discourse about the application of character education for different levels of education. The discussions that started in 2004 has now started to be executed through various government policies on education, especially related to the curriculum which must include elements of the characters in the implementation of education in school settings. Indeed the policy is a response to all the criticism leveled at all of education managers in this country because they are still very cognitive oriented in each of the activities and policies implemented. So mentality and character as marginalized from a variety of learning activities are carried out.
Movement in strengthening the character starts to really run began in 2013 although since 2010 has been included in national policy development roadmap national character.
3 Primarily through government policy changes in the structure of the curriculum, the government tried to accommodate various payload code input on the curriculum through a variety of policies. Expressly and explicitly mention that the government's development policy based on character nation on Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution and "Bhineka Tunggal Ika" late in the framework of the Unitary Strengthening Of Indonesian Islamic Character Though...
Republic of Indonesia.
4 That is, the intolerance symptoms appear ummah today is actually an action that came out of the corridor development policy of national character. Soft skills supposed put forward in every conflict due to differences with the marginalized as only promote rational logic and tend primordialistic in solving a problem.
Character education is expected to answer these challenges. Education governance and educational institutions at the macro and micro management system through the implementation of curriculum and learning management are both driven to support the strengthening of national character in Indonesia. 5 The world of education itself is now split into two where the governance system based public education and religious-based education that the majority managed to Islamic education. At least when viewed quantitatively, 39.469 6 of 267.532 or 14,75% of all educational institutions in Indonesia is a faith-based institutions, especially the Islamic religious base. 7 The data showed that the chances of Islamic-based education has a considerable role in the development of education in general and the development and construction of special characters. Therefore, the governance or management of education must be managed so as to achieve maximum output in achieving the expected goals of national education. Management soft skill-based Islamic education is one answer to the great challenge of Islamic education institutions in addressing the erosion of characters ranging Indonesian Muslims who now tend to be intolerant of difference. This article looks at how 4 Ibid., p. 3. 5 9 Indonesian Islam known to be very distinctive, especially among the scholars both in the middle east and western scholars. The specificity of Indonesian Islam and Muslims can be seen from the socio-cultural character of Muslim society tend not to like things that are radical and contrasting frontal differing opinions on whether the reference to the opinion of scholars as well as those referring to the source of law is interpreted again by a priest who embraced.
As an example of propaganda strategy chosen by the leaders of Islamic History can be seen from Sunan Kudus propaganda strategy that emphasizes the values of cultural 1995, p. 165-195. promote the values of local cultural wisdom. They do not seek to polarize but instead find a middle ground that can be a solution to their differences in religious and cultural values that have been developed in the community. Understand that accidentally banging radical religious and cultural differences in value by itself will not be popular with the public.
accommodating islam and muslims who are b.
full
of cultural Values
Islam in Indonesia is familiar with Islam is very thick with cultural values and accommodate customary values of Indonesian society is certainly not contrary to Islamic Shari'a. Indonesian Islam is Islam multicultural willing to accept all various ethnic, tribal, and language that remains should be respected as a wealth that will unite the Islamic rah} matan li al-'a> lami> n.
12 Local wealth and wisdom values of each ethnic truly accommodated to be religious values that guide each person in an ethnic toward personal constancy and in accordance with nature as human beings.
One proof that Indonesia is very accommodating Islamic cultural values is a process of indigenization of Islam in the land of Java. Experts often mention Islamisation of Java. Java lies in the peculiarities of Islamic mystical things are quite attached to tradition and the "ceremonial" Java community. Javanese Muslim strength lies in the strong commitment of the people of Java to remain on their identity as a community of Java, but also as a devout followers of Islam. In addition Javanese Muslim society still accepts the reality of religious traditions mixed with local traditions supernatural that sometimes makes some people think the possibility of idolatry quite large. But the fact remains Javanese society accepts it as a wealth continues to be preserved.
13 Java Islamization process is also an example to all the parties that entered the new religion is not necessarily opposed to the old belief that has existed. What is needed is an adaptation and harmonization between the new religion in with the old belief that already exists.
14 islam Pancasila c.
Indonesia as a country that is very popular with multicultural idiom has a big challenge to unite the Muslimmajority societies. It is known that different ethnic, tribal, cultural and customary owned can often be a good trigger inter-religious conflict and internal people in a religion. It should be realized that some cases of intolerance that occurred lately are the symptoms start waning value of diversity that has long been established by the founding fathers.
Islam Pancasila is a representation of internalizing the values of Pancasila in the daily lives of Muslims. The principle of the unity of Indonesia as stated in the third principle of Pancasila should be the leader looked at differences in the structure of Indonesian society. Harmonization of social life different ethnic groups, different religions and different cultures absolutely must be done as a symbol of Indonesian national unity.
15 She picked up the values of Pancasila and the values contained in the goals of the nation and of all aspects of life, showing the recognition of the idea of a moral absolute in the sense of the agreed value and importance. Indonesian Muslim character who priority tabayyun to the problems that cause social unrest people had actually been reflected in the philosophy of life that puts the nation's consensus problem solving. Through the forum tabayyun any interested parties have an opportunity to clarify the problems encountered. Tabayyun process also prevented Muslims from doing unjust, wrong and regret.
23 Clarity of information is expected to be obtained through this process and the resulting collective agreement for the subsequent steps. Of course preceded by consensus to take best solution of the problem in question. It is also stressed that the Republic of Indonesia has set representation, deliberation and consensus as a principle of life of the nation. 24 Consensus is the identity of Indonesia that has been around since the ancestors of Indonesia.
accommodating and tolerant b.
Islam and Muslim Indonesia is also a Muslim accommodating and upholding the values of tolerance in everyday life. Islam has grown with the malleability of the Shari'a able to respond to any social development in the In addition, the dynamic interaction of Islam with Javanese culture also shows Java Islamisation process that tends charged values supernatural and mystical in every aspects of life in society. 27 It does not make both poles should be contrasted to sharpen differences.
Tolerance Indonesian society is also shown by the various cultural products that reflect their Islamic acculturation with the local community. Menara Kudus Mosque is a testament to the authentic and esthetic of cultural propaganda strategy through a process of acculturation of Hinduism and Islam. 28 Moreover, Pulo Kameng Mosque is also an authentic proof that the culture of tolerance through the process of acculturation of Islam and local culture not only in the island of Java. The mosque is very thick with acculturation Chinese, Hindu-Buddhist, and Aceh. 29 accommodating and tolerant to interact with a wide variety of community culture. emancipatory c.
Gender equality between men and women are becoming one of the topics are interesting to study. It is associated with a long history of development of Islam which strongly opposed the enslavement of women at the time of Jahiliyah. Despite all that, Islam is still considered to have a double standard and tend to be unfair in view the role of women in religious activities. 30 The occurrence of various cases of prostitution as a form of harassment of dignity, dignity and value of women 31 is a latent case that is still difficult to overcome.
Indonesian Muslims is known as Muslims emancipatory and appreciate the role of women in various social activities at the same time religious politics in Indonesia. Judging from various long manuscript about the role of women, found a range of values that remain provide a portion of the women to have a good education in order to avoid ignorance, the position of women in the prevention of adultery as well as how to deal with his family.
32
The long history of struggle for independence also demonstrate the role of women in war for Independence. Strengthening Of Indonesian Islamic Character Though... struggle for independence. In fact, one of the Indonesian Muslim women became a symbol of the emancipation of women not only in Indonesia but also has been recognized the world is R.A. Kartini. Although some sources mention that Kartini is a secular woman who never mentioned his religion, but explicitly Kartini said that she is a devout Muslim and he did not highlight her Islam to the western nations.
33
The long history of the development of Islam in Indonesia shows that women earn its own place in any community activities even physical struggle for independence in the Indonesian nation. This shows that Indonesian Islam is Islam emancipatory that sees the importance of gender equality in everyday life. Women are not only positioned as a complementary life (konco wingking) but also have the same opportunity to be in an important position in human life.
high hold diversity d.
Indonesia is a nation of multi culture, multi ethnic, multi religious even. This awareness has grown since the ancestors of Indonesia and accommodated by the founding father of the nation Indonesia in the form of Pancasila as the legal basis and the ideology of the nation. Multiculturalism is a big challenge because the Islamic world lately many cultural is hit and contrasted with Islamic Shari'a. But not so with the Indonesian nation.
The Indonesian nation has been born and raised by a single principle "Bhineka Tunggal Ika" that is not easily broken by horizontal conflicts caused by ethnic, cultural and racial. Islamic religious-based education is one of the models is the choice of people to obtain educational services.
In fact, the data shows that the educational institutions that shelter under the Islamic social organization growing rapidly. A happy thing considering this nation being a moral crisis that religious-based education is expected to answer these problems. The purpose of Islamic education is essentially shaping the mindset, attitudes and behavior of Islamic and teach learners with knowledge about life and religion.
35 Spiritual values greatly highlighted in shades of the education system and learning strategies on Islamic-based education institutions, but the system remains the same as its management is the management of general education. 36 Ironically, the turmoil in the Middle East Islamic world is presumably because some Islamic educational institutions have been "infected" by radical ideologies rather to divide the nation and the Islamic world itself. It is also feared to occur in Indonesia which educational institutions affiliated with the institution of the middle east. Suspected radical notions have been deliberately inserted in the curriculum. In fact, as a general education, anatomy curriculum in Islamic education also aims to develop and establish the nation religious, knowledgeable, civilized, dignified, democratic, responsible and beneficial for the country. If you look at the long history of the development of Islamic education, the true character education has been so attached to schools based education both modern and traditional. Even the last few years, Pesantren used as a medium of de-radicalization in cooperation with BNPT. One of them is the Termas boarding school which is based at traditional schools with emphasis on education containing elements of scientific culture, religious culture, social culture and political culture.
38
The main challenge Islam Education today lies precisely in the swift currents of globalization that makes the learners in Islamic educational institutions can receive a variety of information very easily through advances in technology. This makes the managers of Islamic educational institutions shall perform preventive efforts as well persuasive that the rapid flow of global information does not cause negative effects for students. In addition, institutional competition both from within and from abroad is another challenge that should receive serious attention from the managers of Islamic educational institutions. In addition to the challenges facing the Islamic education since its inception is dealing with the authorities, reformist and modernist and dealing with the development of science and technology. In addition to the culture or the culture has not awakened nice in Indonesia to develop education. institutions participate in building the human resources even before the name of Indonesia has not been declared. Education laden formation of manners, moral ethics, Islamic character, understanding of religious values and of course the charge of religious materials as the main menu even as diplomatic efforts have made this nation from the shackles leuar invaders. K.H. Wahab Hasbullah, K.H. Asy'ari Hasyim, K.H. Ahmad Dahlan, K.H. Wahid Hasyim and other Indonesian ulama even make schools and educational institutions of Islam as the vertices of the struggle to repel the invaders. This further confirms that Islamic education has long been a vital part of the Indonesian nation in developing human resources to face the challenges of the outside world. This time to think about is how to restore the role it not only makes the institution of Islamic education as an appeal to obtain profits were amid the commercialization of education but also make educational institutions based islam started ladder bottom up higher education as a knot struggle toward the modernization of science both general and religious promote and improve the welfare of this nation.
islamic education management Based of Soft
Skills
Management of Islamic education include the meaning of the processes of governance in the implementation of educational tasks primarily to leverage its resources effectively and efficiently. This whole process includes the process of planning, organizing, implementation and evaluation of educational services in general to achieve the ultimate goal of education. Governance include aspects of human resources, means of pre facilities to curriculum management implemented in Islamic education. Management of Islamic education in a professional manner and strengthen the elements forming the Islamic character of the archipelago Strengthening Of Indonesian Islamic Character Though... would be an absolute thing that must be done by the manager of Islamic education. Of course, this is done to answer the challenges of the times.
One of the problems facing this nation is not the development of soft skills so well that human beings tend to have a poor attitude. Soft skills refer to a person's skills in dealing with people (interpersonal skills), and skills in selfregulating (intrapersonal skills). 40 Both of these development to be influential to work optimally. Soft skills become important to discuss because the majority of a person's success is influenced by their soft skills when facing a challenge in front of him. Soft skills are also a self-management (intrapersonal skills, such as creativity, motivation, and self-contained) and the ability to interact with others (interpersonal skills, such as communication, team building and adaptation) to maximize performance. 41 Even in the 21 st century, some types of soft skills must be owned by humans, namely communication skills, collaboration skills and relating to others, critical thinking and the ability to take decisions, as well as initiative and self-direction. 42 Once the importance of soft skills to be implanted because of competition in the era of globalization requires mental toughness and competitive behavior.
Management of Islamic education should be developed based Islamic soft skills to be able to be a fortress that protects degenerative behavior that actually corrupts the ummah of Islam itself. Naturally soft skills in question are soft skills Indonesia Islamic character as previously described. Based Islamic education management soft skills include: Planning a.
Planning education in an institutional system based Islamic education planned by infusion values of Indonesian Islamic character as the main soft skills developed in school. The system is run from the school rules, curriculum content to the strategic school development plan should be based on the main character of Islam Indonesia that prioritizes tabayyun to resolve any issues, accommodating and tolerant of differences, emansipatory on gender differences mainly the participation of women, and uphold diversity in interactions everyday learning activities. Curriculum to accommodate all the differences, teaching the values of tolerance, diversity and the emancipation of women and avoid extreme behavior that tends to divide mankind.
The purpose of Islamic education institutions should be reinforced to strengthen the character of Indonesian Islam. Institutions must not get carried away tend fascist ideology and feudal tribal groups and factions particular ideology, but prioritizing learning that diversity is a wealth that must be maintained so that enrich the life of the nation. Planning for the acculturation process tabayyun in every aspects of life in educational institutions will also be important. Whether it be through learning in the classroom through the subjects and activities of the organization in other schools as a form of habituation to become a seed culture.
The existing system in schools include regulations supporting arranging activities intra and extra-curricular school prepared to accommodate the values of tolerance and accommodating, showed women's participation in various school activities as a form of emancipation of women, and not discriminatory on the familiar, ideology, group, class, as well as certain indigenous tribes. School rules should be prepared with various aspects in order to habituation and familiarization happening slowly but surely making its products later students are used to implement soft skills Islamic character of the Indonesian nation.
Organizing b.
Organizing is a process to design a formal structure, group and organize and share tasks or jobs between organizations so that organizational goals can be achieved efficiently. Organizing the Islamic education institution aims to put the right man on the right place and by optimizing the achievement of the overall objective. Event organizing activities based on the placement of people do not look tribalism or groups even certain ideologies, but rather is based on the ability or competence of the person to bear the burden that should be run. Covering organizing work organizing academic staff and student organizing.
Organizing activities students include school organizational structure macro level (includes schools in general) and micro (at the management level class). Organizing at the macro level should ensure breathing as well as all elements regardless of gender even if the need occurs smelting the organization that created the dichotomy of Islamic organizations in educational institutions between men and women. Should be considered an organization capable of facilitating interaction between the genders but still uphold the Islamic sharia as the main guideline. In addition, the organizational structure must be arranged so that the impression of discrimination can be eliminated both macro and micro levels. Micro-level activities as mentioned for instance be done through habituation problem-based learning using tabayyun as the media to clarify the problems that occur in a subject. At the macro level is certainly consensus on the issue of the level of the organization as a form tabayyun be important to familiarized the students. actuating c.
Actuating includes activities that seek to stimulate members to work in accordance with the duties and functions of each in an educational organization. Stimulative activity is coordinated by the head of an institution by considering aspects of tolerance and accommodation in both understanding the differences and ideology held, promoting the values of diversity, as well as to provide a portion of emancipatory role of women in activism. Although it is often the role of women in the various activities of Islamic organizations sometimes are often marginalized, to educate students to be able to build the foundations of emancipatory, still head of the school should be able to stimulate that every organ in the schools to accommodate and facilitate the participation of women and even the entire group without looking of particular ideology to practice self-development course to continue to make the sharia as the main guideline. controlling d.
Controlling actually is controlling and supervising the operations of a wheel organization. Educational institutions of Islam which is managed based soft skills should prepare various guidelines and manuals (manual procedures) as well as standard operational procedures which refers to the guidance of Islam but also to be accommodating and tolerant, emancipatory against the participation of women and upholding the value of diversity to assess the success and achievement of program goals education has been determined. The objective of SOP and the MP is to ensure organizational wheel in accordance with the purpose of Challenges of Islamic civilization in Indonesia is actually derived from the body of the nation's own premises. The symptoms of intolerance, the influx of radical ideologies and the presence of some elements in the name of Islam rather to divide the nation should immediately above. Indonesian Islam itself is actually not as depicted character lately. Since the entry of Islam in Indonesia, Indonesian Islam is famous for Islam that emphasizes tabayyun in solving problems, accommodating and tolerant of cultural and even religious differences though, emansipatif against the participation of women and upholding the values of diversity. Observing this phenomenon during Terjadi, Islamic educational institutions are expected to have an optimal role in restoring the Islamic character of Indonesia to khit} t} ah. Soft skills-based education emphasizes soft skills attainment Islamic referred to earlier and reaffirmed the Indonesian Islamic identity that is very strong with regional culture. Management soft skills-based Islamic education is designed to perform Islamic infusion of soft skills such as tabayyun, tolerance, emancipation and diversity in educational institutions ranging from joint learning system, curriculum and evaluation and the final assessment in an Islamic educational institution. Taking the starting point of writing this review, must immediately begin the reconstruction of Islamic educational institutions in order to soft skills soon became a major Islamic and serve as the first educational purposes in all Islamic educational institutions in Indonesia to restore the identity of the Indonesian nation.
